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Abstract
An approach is proposed for creating location-specific audio textures for virtual location-exploration services. The
presented approach creates audio textures by processing a small amount of audio recorded at a given location,
providing a cost-effective way to produce a versatile audio signal that characterizes the location. The resulting texture
is non-repetitive and conserves the location-specific characteristics of the audio scene, without the need of collecting
large amount of audio from each location. The method consists of two stages: analysis and synthesis. In the analysis
stage, the source audio recording is segmented into homogeneous segments. In the synthesis stage, the audio
texture is created by randomly drawing segments from the source audio so that the consecutive segments will have
timbral similarity near the segment boundaries. Results obtained in listening experiments show that there is no
statistically significant difference in the audio quality or location-specificity of audio when the created audio textures
are compared to excerpts of the original recordings. Therefore, the proposed audio textures could be utilized in virtual
location-exploration services. Examples of source signals and audio textures created from them are available at
www.cs.tut.fi/~heittolt/audiotexture.
1 Introduction
Virtual location-exploration services, such as Here Maps
3D [1], Google Street View [2], and Microsoft Streetside
[3], provideways to virtually explore different locations on
the globe. In these services, a user is able to see a 360-
degree view at various locations. The image material is
typically collected using video cameras mounted on cars
which drive around the streets of a city. Using an audio
ambiance in conjunction with visual information would
provide additional information and give the service amore
‘real’ feeling. In addition, audio ambiance would provide
a rich source of information characterizing a location. A
location could be, e.g., a busy street corner in New York or
a quiet back alley in Tokyo. Users of such an exploration
service may be interested in how crowded a certain loca-
tion is at a certain time of the day, whether there is a lot of
traffic noise on the adjacent street when choosing a hotel
or in which parks around the potential hotels one can hear
birds singing.
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Currently, all the available location-exploration services
provide only visual description of the location, and no
location-specific audio ambiances are used. One of the
reasons may be the cost of collecting a comprehensive
audio database: to record audio for such a service, one
would need to stay at each location for a certain period
of time in order to collect enough audio data for non-
repeating audio ambiance. Current data collection meth-
ods involve driving by with a car while recording images
and other type of information. Suchmethod is not suitable
for collecting audio material, as the sound produced by
the car would interfere with the audio content. As crowd-
sourced data is a feasible solution to data collection, it
is attractive to be able to create location-specific audio
ambiances in a cost-effective way, using a small amount of
audio. In addition to the virtual location-exploration ser-
vices, location-specific audio ambiances could be used in
applications such as computer games to enhance the user
experience.
Studies show that presenting visual and audio infor-
mation together enhances perception in comparison to
presenting only visual information [4,5]. Adding audio
ambiance for the specific location, even having differ-
ent ambiances depending on the time of the day, would
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enhance the user experience in the virtual location-
exploration services. A few works that combine visual and
audio representations for a location suggest using abstract
or natural sounds for representing additional information
[6,7] or using characteristic audio sequence for map-
ping environmental noise into city models [8]. However,
none of these prior works use specific audio ambiances
recorded at the location of interest.
According to listening tests, humans are able to discrim-
inate everyday audio ambiances [9,10]. The listening test
conducted in [9] showed a recognition performance of
69%with 24 everyday environments such as street, nature,
restaurant, or cafeteria. In [10], same type of test was
conducted with more descriptive audio categories. Some
of the categories included in the test were representing
different situations within the same environment, such
as nature during daytime or during nighttime and street
with traffic or with police car. The experiment reports a
recognition performance of 82% with 15 categories.
A more detailed listening test, presented in [11], shows
that humans are able to discriminate even specific loca-
tions based on the audio, such as different streets of the
same urban area. This test was conducted as a prelim-
inary study for developing location-based systems aug-
mented with audio ambiances. The results indicate that
audio ambiances from similar urban areas of the same
city (e.g., different streets, different parks) differ enough
to make them recognizable. Thus, location-specific audio
ambiances should use audio recorded at the location of
interest.
Our work proposes a method to create a new arbitrary
long and representative audio ambiance for a location
by using a small amount of audio recorded at the exact
location. The method aims to retain the location-specific
characteristics of the auditory scene while providing a new
and versatile audio signal to represent the location. The
steps involved in the method are the segmentation of the
source audio signal into homogeneous segments, finding
a new segment sequence with smooth timbral transitions,
and creation of a new signal by concatenating segments
in such a way that the segment boundaries do not cre-
ate perceivable cuts. This new generated signal is an audio
texture. The audio texture is constructed from the seg-
ments of the source audio signal by repeating them from
time to time but never in their original order, result-
ing in a continuous, infinitely varying stream of audio.
Despite the repeated segments, the audio texture should
have a non-repetitive feel to the listener. In order to create
location-specific audio texture, the source signal has to be
recorded at the given location.
Previous studies for audio texture creation have been
mostly concentrating on producing textures which are
perceived as homogeneous in an interval of few seconds
[12-15]. In these studies, textures are composed of small
sound elements, which are occurring according to a spec-
ified higher level pattern. Typical target sounds for this
type of audio textures are background sounds, e.g., rain,
wind, and crowds. We use the term audio texture in our
approach even though our goal is to synthesize a signal to
represent the whole acoustic scene, not only background
sounds. Our method aims to produce more heteroge-
neous audio textures than the ones typically targeted with
audio texture synthesis methods, better suited for real-
istic auditory scenes. Therefore, longer sound elements
and longer pattern intervals than in typical audio tex-
ture approaches are considered in our work. The reason
for this is to keep homogeneous segments of the audi-
tory scene intact (i.e., segments containing similar sound
events) and produce a versatile but realistic representation
of the source auditory scene.
Previous work in automatic generation of soundscapes
used isolated sound event samples together with audio
textures as components to create auditory scenes [16].
Our method avoids explicit usage of sound event samples
when creating a synthesized representation of an auditory
scene, as it is complicated to automatically find samples
with unique content and acoustic properties that match a
target scene.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses related previous work, and Section 3 presents a
detailed description of the audio texture creation method.
Section 4 presents the details of a listening test created
for the evaluation of the obtained audio textures, and
Section 5 presents and discusses the results of the listen-
ing test. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and ideas
for future work.
2 Related work
Previous work on synthesis of audio textures has concen-
trated on producing sounds with temporal homogeneity
[12-14,16]. On the broader scope, the idea of audio tex-
tures is shared in many other domains, such as music
textures [17] and musical mosaicing [18].
There are many application areas for audio texture syn-
thesis in multimedia creation and games, and a wide range
of different approaches have been proposed for it: noise
filtering [19], physical modeling [13], wavelets [14], gran-
ular synthesis [12], corpus-based concatenative synthesis
[16]. A comprehensive review of state of the art in audio
texture synthesis approaches can be found in [15]. The
method most related to our work, granular synthesis, uses
small segments of an original signal, and some statistical
model to synthesize the texture using those segments. The
granular synthesis approach is extended in corpus-based
concatenative synthesis with a large database containing
segments from source audio which are organized accord-
ing to audio descriptors (e.g., pitch and timbre) [20].
In the synthesis stage, the segments are retrieved from
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the database according to the specified descriptors and
concatenated to form a texture.
Audio texture synthesis method for signals with sim-
ple structures is proposed in [12] for background sound
creation and audio restoration. The main objective of the
work is to produce a continuous and perceptually simi-
lar texture to the source signal. Segmentation of original
audio is done using novelty detection method applied on
the similarity matrix; sequencing of segments is based on
transition probabilities.
Soundscape synthesis combining audio textural ele-
ments and sound object elements for virtual environments
is proposed in [16]. The synthesis elements were retrieved
from user-contributed unstructured audio corpus, cate-
gorized into these two layers, sound objects being the
sounds meant to draw attention and textures being the
sounds that form the ambiance. For obtaining elements
for textures, segmentation is based on Bayesian informa-
tion criterion with a minimum segment length separately
chosen to three categories (natural, human, mechanical).
The texture was created using concatenative synthesis,
and sound objects were mixed at the final stage to form
the soundscape. A subjective evaluation of the immer-
sive properties of the synthesized soundscapes in virtual
environments showed soundscapes to be acceptable in
comparison to the original recording.
Music textures are a special case of audio textures,
where the underlying musical structure is utilized in the
segmentation process. The work in [17] describes various
ways to create music textures, by using an onset detection
method for selecting segments of audio. The segments
between two onsets are the units to be rearranged. The
work demonstrates recreating music pieces by selecting
similar segments from other pieces and concatenating
the segments. Applications include, e.g., creating audio
textures, music remixing, and replacing corrupted seg-
ments in an encoded audio file with synthesized ones.
Another example on creating new musical audio signals
is the musical mosaicing presented in [18]. The input
of this method is a sequence of higher level constraints,
for example pitch. Based on this sequence, samples are
retrieved from a large database and joined to create the
mosaic.
The main difference between methods for creating
music textures and methods which operate on more gen-
eral signals like everyday audio ambiances is that music
rearranging methods can utilize the metrical structure in
selecting the segment positions. For example, [17] applies
a similarity measure based on the metrical location of a
segment. Everyday audio ambiances contain a lot of over-
lapping sound events, and usually, there is not a clear
structure between events which could be utilized in the
audio texture creation. In this case, the methods operate
on more local constraints trying to ensure, for example,
that there are no abrupt changes in the timbre of two
adjacent segments.
The concatenation of different segments in creation of
an audio texture can in fact be considered similar to the
concatenative speech synthesis [21], where units repre-
senting phonemes are concatenated in a desired order.
Unit selection rules are employed so that the best chain
of candidate units is chosen from the database to obtain
smooth and natural transitions from one to another. Unit
selection is done based on acoustic parameters like the
fundamental frequency (pitch), duration, position in the
syllable, and neighboring phones, with as little as possible
processing at the point of concatenation [21]. The con-
catenation of music segments in [17] does not deal with
inconsistencies at segment boundaries. The boundaries
are at onsets and this tends to mask the cuts.
There are multiple services available to collect geo-
tagged sound samples, as part of acoustic ecology and
soundscape evaluation. The Sound Around You [22]
Project [23] collected audio data uploaded by participants
using mobile devices. For each uploaded recording, the
participants subjectively rated the soundscape in terms
of, e.g, quality, pleasantness, and tranquility. The scope
of the project was to study the perception of sound-
scapes and their link to human activities. A collaborative
artistic project called the Urban Remix project also col-
lected sounds recorded using mobile devices along with
geotagged information [24]. These web-based services
allow users to open a map view and listen to the sounds
recorded at various locations. In Urban Remix, the user
can also create new soundscapes by drawing a path on the
map, which will create a mix of the sounds encountered
along this path. Practically, these services offer the possi-
bility of listening to the samples, usually of short duration,
that other users recorded at specific locations.
Audio synthesis techniques would provide the possibil-
ity of creating longer and more versatile audio content to
characterize a location. Amethod for generating location-
specific audio is presented in [25] as an environmental
sound synthesis for location-based sound search system.
Their method uses spatial audio mixing based on geo-
graphical features and dynamic situations, requiring addi-
tional knowledge about the location (e.g., listener position,
position of obstacles such as buildings). Our work has
similar goal of creating location-specific audio, and using
audio textures synthesis based on short original record-
ing from a location avoids the collection of any additional
location-specific information.
3 Audio texture creation
By an audio texture, we mean a new, unique, audio sig-
nal created based on a source audio signal acquired from a
certain location. The texture should provide an audio rep-
resentation of the location from which the source signal
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comes from by having the same generic acoustic proper-
ties and types of sound events that are characteristic to the
location.
The proposed audio texture creationmethod consists of
two stages: analysis of the source audio signal and synthe-
sis of the audio texture. The main steps are illustrated in
Figure 1. The analysis stage performs clustering and seg-
mentation of the source audio in an unsupervised manner.
The goal of the clustering analysis is to automatically find
homogeneous audio segments from the source signal. Ide-
ally, the segments would be representative of individual
sound events from the auditory scene. In the synthesis
stage, an audio texture is constructed by shuffling and
concatenating these segments. The shuffling will be done
in a way that takes into account the timbral continuity at
the segment boundaries.
3.1 Similarity-based segmentation
The segmentation is performed in an unsupervised way
by using the self-similarity of the source audio. The
source audio is split into non-overlapping 4-s chunks.
This means that the system is looking for homogeneous
regions that are at least 4 s long. Mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCCs) calculated in short frames
are used to represent the rough spectral shape inside
the chunks. The MFCCs have been successfully applied
in speech and speaker recognition, various music sig-
nal classification tasks (artist, genre, song structure),
environmental audio classification, audio event detec-
tion, and audio context classification [9,26]. For the pro-
posed system, the 16 lower order static MFCCs and their
delta coefficients are extracted in 20-ms frames with
Figure 1Main steps of the audio texture creation application.
50% overlapping. The feature vector also includes the
zeroth order MFCC coefficient, which corresponds to
the energy of the frame. This is done so that the seg-
mentation process would react also to changes in signal
energy.
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are trained for each
chunk. Since the chunks have varying complexity, the
agglomerative EM algorithm [27] is used to train GMM
with the best amount of Gaussian components individu-
ally for each chunk. The used training algorithm is based
on an information theoretic criterion for choosing the
number of components. In this work, the maximum pos-
sible number of Gaussians is fixed to eight.
A distance matrix is formed by calculating the distance
from each of the chunk-based GMMs to every other.
The smaller the distance, the more similar the chunks
are. Distances between two distributions, GMMs, are cal-
culated using the empirical symmetric Kullback-Leibler
divergence [28]. The distances between all the GMMs
are collected into a matrix, as a representation related
to the similarity between the 4-s chunks. Each row is a
feature vector representative of the dissimilarity of one
chunk to every other. The matrix reveals patterns in the
source audio, and the acoustically homogeneous segments
will appear as rectangular regions on the diagonal of the
matrix [12,29].
Various methods exist for extracting the segment
boundaries from a similarity matrix or a distance matrix.
A common method, used for example in song structure
segmentation, is to calculate a novelty curve, and its max-
ima are considered segment boundaries [12,29]. We will
use a method based on clustering of the matrix rows [30].
The reasoning behind this is that a row of this matrix
describes how close one chunk is to every other chunk,
and this can be considered as a feature vector for that
specific chunk.
A k-means algorithm is used to cluster the rows [30]. In
this process, similar chunks of the source audio are clus-
tered together. The number of clusters should ideally be
related to the expected complexity of the auditory scene.
Since we do not have reliable ways to estimate scene com-
plexity, in this study, the number of clusters is fixed to
20. A chunk merging step assigns to the same segment
the consecutive chunks (in time) that belong to the same
cluster.
A simplified example of the distance matrix and cluster-
ing is shown in Figure 2. In this case, chunks 1 and 2 are
similar because the calculated distance between them is
small. They are both similar with chunk 4 since the cal-
culated distances d(1, 4) and d(2, 4) are also small. During
the clustering, these chunks will be assigned to the same
cluster. At chunk merging, chunks 1 and 2 will be merged
to form a segment of length 8 s and this will be one unit in
the synthesis stage.
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Figure 2 Exaggerated example of distance matrix between
chunks.
Figure 3 presents a segmentation example. The upper
panel shows the distance matrix, in which the darker
color corresponds to smaller distance between chunks.
The lower panel shows the outcome of the segmenta-
tion process. Each color in the lower panel corresponds
to a specific cluster, and adjacent chunks belonging to the
same cluster form a segment. The resulting segments are
indicated also in the distance matrix by the rectangles on
the diagonal. Their lengths are multiples of chunk length.
The outcome of these steps is a collection of segments
of audio that are timbrally homogeneous, spanning all the
source audio data. These segments will be used to create
the texture by concatenating them as it will be explained
in the following section.
3.2 Shuffling and concatenation
The synthesis stage of the system consists of a shuffling
controlled by the similarity of the segments and their con-
catenation for obtaining the audio texture. As illustrated
in Figure 1, the synthesis stage uses the segments obtained
after the analysis stage and the similarity information that
was also calculated during analysis.
A straightforward method to obtain a new signal based
on segments is simply randomly shuffling them. How-
ever, this would most likely produce audible artifacts
on the segment boundaries. In order to avoid the arti-
facts, we devise segment selection rules that will take into
account timbre continuity at the boundaries of consec-
utive segments. We guide the segment selection using
the similarity between the end chunk of the current seg-
ment and the start chunks of possible following segments.
The synthesis quality difference between random segment
shuffling and similarity-controlled segment shuffling was
evaluated with a listening test presented in Section 4.
The first segment of the texture is selected randomly
from the collection of all available segments. Distances
between the last chunk of the selected segment and start
chunks of all segments available are extracted from the
similarity matrix calculated in the analysis stage. Can-
didate segments are ranked by the similarity (minimum
distance), and the next segment is randomly selected
from the top N candidates. The parameter N controls
the change rate of auditory scene, and in this work,
it is fixed to 10. The procedure is shown in Figure 4.
This segment-order-randomization approach will gen-
erate a homogeneous and timbrally slowly changing
auditory scene, where transitions between segments are
indistinguishable.
The amount of audio data per location will most likely
be small due to the cost of data collection. Thus, the
system has to be able to utilize a low amount of source
audio efficiently and have a sensible approach for reusing
the segments while avoiding noticeable repetitions. Some
constraints are set for the segment selection: at each time,
it is not allowed that the next segment is a repetition of the
current segment (avoids stuttering) or the segment which
was originally following the current segment in the source
signal (forces shuffling). A time constraint is also imposed
so that re-usage of a segment is allowed only after a cer-
tain waiting period. We decided on waiting period of 20
s. This controls how repetitive the resulting audio texture
will be. The diversity of audio texture will depend on the
length and the complexity of source signal.
The chosen segments are concatenated one after
another based on the order determined by the pre-
sented segment selection rules. The segments are linearly
cross-faded within 2 s, outside of their boundaries, for
smooth transitions. The cross-fading process is illustrated
in Figure 5.
Example of source signals and synthesized audio textures
are available at www.cs.tut.fi/~heittolt/audiotexture/.
4 Subjective evaluation
Three listening tests were conducted to study the pro-
posed method for location-specific audio textures. The
first listening test studied the benefits of using similarity-
controlled segment shuffling over random segment shuf-
fling (later denoted by experiment 1). The second test
studied the relative difference in quality between a syn-
thesized audio texture and an original audio sample (later
denoted by experiment 2). First and second listening tests
were conducted in a forced choice paired comparison
setup. The third listening test studied the absolute qual-
ity of the synthesized audio textures and their ability for
representing the auditory scene of various locations (later
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Figure 3 Example of a distance matrix (upper panel) and corresponding segmentation (lower panel). In the lower panel, the segments
belonging to the same cluster are marked with the same color. The corresponding segmentation is marked on the distancematrix by the rectangles.
denoted by experiment 3). This test was conducted in an
absolute rating test setup.
The tests had two goals. The first goal was to study the
quality of the textures: can people notice a degradation in
audio quality when they are played an automatically cre-
ated texture of an environmental recording? The second
goal was to study the representativeness of the auto-
matically created textures: can an automatically created
texture credibly represent a location, such as a street,
even if it had some noticeable audio quality problems?
These experiments studied the audio textures from two
perspectives: on one hand, the audio textures were com-
pared directly to reference samples in a forced choice
test, and on the other hand, the audio textures were pre-
sented without a reference asking subjects to rate the
representativeness for a certain location. The later setup
is more close to the target application of virtual location-
exploration services, where audio textures are used to
represent certain locations without direct reference to real
recordings.
In order to allow flexibility, the listening tests were car-
ried out in a web browser via the Internet. This allowed
subjects to do the test effortlessly when they had time
for it. There was no requirement for the used equip-
ments; however, the subjects were encouraged to listen to
the audio samples with high-quality headphones. At the
start of the experiment, they were given details about the
experiments and put through a familiarization stage.
The experiment consisted of task pages presented
sequentially to the test subject, each page containing one
pair of samples or an individual sample depending on the
test setup. The subjects controlled the playback of the
audio sample with the playback button on the task page. It
was emphasized to the subjects that it is important to lis-
ten through the whole audio samples before answering the
questions. After answering the given question, the subject
could proceed to the next task page by clicking a button.
The order of the task pages was random for all subjects.
4.1 Audio samples
The audio data used in the experiments consists of record-
ings from different indoor and outdoor locations in the
city of Tampere, Finland. The recordings were made
using a binaural setup, with the recording person wear-
ing the microphones in his ears during the recording.
During the recording, some movement was permitted
inside small radius of the location and the recording
person was instructed to talk as little as possible. The
recording equipment consists of a Soundman OKM II
Klassik/studio A3 electret microphone (Berlin, Germany)
and a Roland Edirol R-09 wave recorder (Hamamatsu,
Japan). The samples were recorded at a sampling rate of
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Figure 4 Similarity-controlled shuffling, finding candidate segments for the randomization.
44.1 kHz and 24-bit resolution. The stereo signals were
averaged into single-channel signals for the experiments.
The amount of locations used in the listening tests
was limited to four. This allowed to include sufficient
amount of recordings per location to get statistically reli-
able results while keeping the length of the listening test
per test subject reasonable. Selected locations were a
pub, a restaurant, a street, and a track and field stadium
during an athletics competition. These locations were
selected considering that such public locations would be
interesting for a virtual location-exploration service. From
each of the selected locations, four audio recordingswhich
durations ranged from 3 to 10 min were included in the
listening tests, considering that this would be the typi-
cal length in crowdsourced material. The audio ambiance
for the pub location contains mostly music and speech
babble background, with occasional conversation in fore-
ground. The restaurant location is a self-service type of
student restaurant, located in a noisy hallway, ambiance
composed mostly of background sounds like speech bab-
ble and sounds of cutlery and trays. The audio ambiance
of the street location contains sound of cars passing by
Figure 5 Synthesizing the audio from the segments; each segment comprises k chunks of length of 4 s.
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and footstep sounds of pedestrians, with general distant
traffic noise in the background. Track and field recordings
were collected during the athletics competition. The audio
ambiance of this location includes foreground events such
as announcements and sound from the competitions on
foreground and sounds of audience in the background.
4.2 Pair comparison tests
Experiments 1 and 2 used a forced choice setup, where test
subjects were asked to select the more fluent and natural
audio sample out of two presented samples. An example
of a task page used in the tests can be seen in Figure 6.
Test subjects were asked to select one sample out of a
pair, based on the statement: ‘Select the more fluent and
natural audio sample. Audio samples are representing X
location.’ Before the listening test, the test subjects were
guided to evaluate samples according to following cues:
‘Is the order and continuity of the events in the sample
natural? (fluent and natural sample), Or are there audi-
ble abrupt changes in the sound which break the fluent
structure?’
The test setup for the experiments was chosen to force
the test subjects to mark the preference even when there
is no obvious difference between the samples. The sim-
ilar setup of the two experiments allowed them to be
implemented as a single test session. Pairs of samples for
experiments 1 and 2 were presented in random order. This
also prevents the subjects to adapt their choices during
the test. The results of the two experiments were analyzed
independently.
In experiment 1, a pair of samples included audio tex-
tures synthesized with two different methods, based on
the same original recording. One of the samples was
synthesized using the proposed similarity-controlled seg-
ment shuffling, and the other one was synthesized using a
random segment shuffling approach. A 30-s excerpt was
randomly selected from each audio texture. In order to
ensure a fair comparison of the methods, only excerpts
having at least three transitions between audio seg-
ments were selected. In experiment 2, a pair of sam-
ples included one audio texture synthesized using the
proposed similarity-controlled segment shuffling and one
Figure 6 Caption of the experiments 1 and 2 as presented to the
subjects.
real audio sample. A real audio sample with a length of 30
s was randomly selected from an original recording, and
an audio texture was created based on the same record-
ing. A 30-s excerpt was selected from the texture the same
way as in experiment 1. The total length of test session
(experiments 1 and 2) was approximately 40 min per sub-
ject, containing a total of 32 sample pairs, 16 pairs for
each experiment. In total, 27 voluntary test subjects par-
ticipated in the experiments 1 and 2. There were 22 male
and 5 female test subjects aged between 20 and 40. Peo-
ple with audio research background and people without
any special knowledge about audio signal processing were
included in the listening tests. However, we consider these
aspects of the test subjects as not having any influence on
the results of the listening tests.
4.3 Absolute rating test
The absolute quality and representativeness of the synthe-
sized audio textures were studied in experiment 3. Real
audio samples and synthesized audio textures produced
by the proposed method were presented in random order
to test subjects.
The listening test included four original recordings from
each of the four selected locations. One audio texture was
created based on each original audio recording, resulting
in four audio textures available for each of the four loca-
tions. For each test subject, a 30-s excerpt was randomly
extracted from each of the above audio signals. The length
of the listening test was approximately 40 min per subject,
containing a total of 32 excerpts (four textures and four
original samples per each of the four locations). In order to
ensure a fair rating, audio texture excerpts having at least
three transitions between audio segments were selected,
like in experiments 1 and 2.
The test consisted of several task pages, which were
sequentially presented to the subject. An example of a
task page can be seen in Figure 7, consisting of a single
audio sample accompanied by the rating tickers for two
statements:
• The audio quality of this audio sample is good.
• This audio sample sounds like it has been recorded at
location X.
The ratings of the first statement provided information
regarding the audio quality of the textures. The second
statement simply asked how well the audio sample repre-
sents a certain type of location according to the subjects.
This was used to reveal how realistic the audio textures
were. The answers were given on a discrete 9-point scale,
where 1 means disagree and 9 means agree.
In the familiarization stage of the listening test, an
example of poor quality audio texture was presented. The
example was created by random shuffle of the segments
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Figure 7 Caption of experiment 3 as presented to the subjects.
with no similarity-based segment selection or cross-
fading while concatenating the segments. The segment
transitions were easily audible in the example. The subject
was informed that the example audio sample is such that it
would receive the lowest ratings in terms of audio quality.
A second sample was presented, this time a fragment of a
real recording, and the subject was told that this example
is such that it would receive the highest ratings in terms of
audio quality.
The representativeness of an audio sample was ex-
plained textually: an audio sample represents a certain
type of location well if it sounds as if it has been actu-
ally recorded there. It was also emphasized that an audio
sample may have bad audio quality but still good repre-
sentativeness for a certain location, so the two aspects of
the evaluation should be kept separate.
In total, 21 voluntary test subjects participated in the lis-
tening experiment 3. Test subjects were different than in
experiments 1 and 2, preventing test subjects from using
prior knowledge of the signals. There were 13 male and 8
female test subjects aged between 17 and 40. As in experi-
ments 1 and 2, both audio researchers and people without
any special knowledge about audio signal processing were
included in the listening test. However, we consider these
aspects of the test subjects as not having any influence on
the results of the listening tests.
5 Results and discussion
The results and statistical analysis of the implemented
listening tests are presented in this section. Pair com-
parison tests, experiments 1 and 2, were implemented as
one listening test session, but their results are analyzed
separately.
5.1 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 studied the effect of segment shuffling
method to the perceived fluency and naturalness of the
synthesized audio texture. In the test, two samples were
presented to test subjects: a reference sample synthesized
by random segment shuffling and a sample synthesized
by similarity-controlled segment shuffling. The expected
outcome of this experiment was that the similarity-based
segment shuffling is preferred because the transitions
between segments should be concealed by similar audio
content on either side of the cuts.
The results were analyzed using binomial test with a
significance level of 5%, under the null hypothesis that
the two options are equally likely to be selected. If the
p-value is below the chosen significance level, this null
hypothesis is rejected. This means that the choice is
biased, so one option is more likely to be selected by
the test subjects. The results are given in Table 1. There
are 108 data points for each location, totaling 432 data
points for the whole experiment. The 95% confidence
interval and p-values resulted from the binomial test for
each case are given in the table. The results indicate that
the proposed method - the similarity-controlled segment
shuffling-based synthesis - is able to outperform purely
random segment shuffling in three out of four locations.
The proposed method was preferred over the reference
method in 61.1% of the overall cases, which is statistically
significant.
There is significant difference in user preference for
the track and field, street, and pub locations. In these
locations, there are distinct foreground events - such as
announcements, crowd sounds, cars passing by, conver-
sation, which when segmented and randomly shuffled
can result in very abrupt changes between adjacent seg-
ments. The restaurant location in the experiments is a
self-service restaurant located in a noisy hallway with
indistinguishable sounds of cutlery, trays, and speech bab-
ble forming seemingly static background ambiance, so it is
understandable that timbre similarity does not offer much
advantage. Based on the outcome of this test, we consider
that for most locations, the similarity-controlled segment
shuffling results in a more fluent and natural audio texture
than a random shuffling of the segments.
Table 1 Average preference percentage and 95%
confidence intervals for binomial test for experiment 1
Location Reference Proposed p-value
preferred (%) preferred (%)
Pub 39.8± 9.6 60.2± 9.6 0.0214
Restaurant 41.7± 9.6 58.3± 9.6 0.0507
Street 38.9± 9.5 61.1± 9.5 0.0132
Track and field 35.2± 9.4 64.8± 9.4 0.0013
Overall 38.9± 4.7 61.1± 4.7 0.0000
Reference method is random segment shuffling, and proposed method is
similarity-controlled segment shuffling.
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5.2 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 presented test subjects with a forced choice
between an original audio sample and a synthesized one.
Similar to experiment 1, the subjects were asked to choose
the more fluent and natural sample. The results of the lis-
tening test are given in Table 2, together with p-values
resulted from a binomial test with a significance level of
5%, under the null hypothesis that the two options are
equally likely to be selected.
Overall test result for all cases shows that the null
hypothesis must be rejected, and the test subjects are
biased towards selecting the real recording. On smaller
sets corresponding to individual locations, however, the
user preference for the real recording is highlighted only
for the pub location, while for restaurant, street, and track
and field, the resulting p-values do not allow rejection
of the null hypothesis. For the pub location, the pres-
ence of music might cause the difference in preferences as
our method does not consider in any way musical struc-
ture, and while timbre might be similar between adjacent
segments, music will certainly get fragmented. In other
situations, it seems that the similarity-controlled shuffling
is able to create sequences of segments that are realistic.
5.3 Experiment 3
In experiment 3, we presented the test subjects with an
audio sample and an associated location. In this case,
there was no given audio reference, therefore, no compar-
ison to be made. The only thing the subjects had to take
into account is how well the given audio characterizes the
given location, from two points of view: audio quality and
representativeness, scored on a scale from 1 to 9. This test
refines the findings from experiment 2, by allowing sub-
jects to rate audio quality and representativeness of a given
audio for a given location based on personal experience
from similar locations. Themean values of bothmeasured
aspects are listed in Table 3.
The ratings were analyzed using the statistical t-test
with a 5% significance level. The null hypothesis for
the t-test is that the two sets of ratings (audio sample
or audio texture) have the same mean. Separate tests
Table 2 Average preference percentage and 95%
confidence intervals for binomial test for experiment 2
Location Reference Proposed p-value
preferred (%) preferred (%)
Pub 63.0± 9.5 37.0± 9.5 0.0045
Restaurant 46.3± 9.8 53.7± 9.8 0.8067
Street 58.3± 9.6 41.7± 9.6 0.0507
Track and field 57.4± 9.7 42.6± 9.7 0.0743
Overall 56.2± 4.8 43.8± 4.8 0.0053
Reference method is original recording, and proposed method is
similarity-controlled segment shuffling.
were performed for audio quality and representativeness.
According to the results presented in Tables 4 and 5,
p-values are higher than the chosen significance level. As
consequence, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
In this case, the result means that there is no statistically
significant difference between the two sets. We cannot
conclude that they are equal; however, we can perform an
equivalence test to check if they are equivalent to a certain
acceptable threshold. To test for equivalence, we perform
two one-sided t-test (TOST) [31].
TOST has been designed specifically for bioequivalence
testing of pharmaceutical products [32] and has been
expanded into broader applications [33]. TOST has as null
hypothesis that the difference of the two means is out-
side an interval. This interval is defined by the equivalence
threshold θ , such that when the difference of means of the
two sets is within [−θ ,+θ ], the two sets are considered
equivalent. The null hypotheses H01 and H02 considered
in TOST are the following:
H01 : μ1 − μ2 > θ
H02 : μ1 − μ2 < −θ (1)
The choice of the equivalence threshold θ is well defined
in bioequivalence testing, but for other disciplines, there
are no guidelines for choosing it. The real recordings rep-
resent a control set, and in our analysis, we consider a
threshold around the mean of scores given for the control
set by the subjects. We performed two one-sided t-tests
according to the two null hypotheses in Equation 1, for
an equivalence threshold θ10 which is 10% of the mean
of scores of the control set. The equivalence threshold is
selected so that the equivalence interval at the middle of
the grading scale equals to one unit.
The p-values resulted from this test, and the corre-
sponding equivalence thresholds for each performed test
are presented in Tables 4 and 5.
For a significance level of 5%, the overall set (sample
size 336) passes the test both in audio quality and rep-
resentativeness; as in both tests, the obtained p-value is
smaller than the chosen significance level, allowing us to
reject the null hypotheses. The tests performed for each
separate location, however, do not allow us to reject the
null hypotheses in majority of the cases. In this case, we
cannot show a statistically significant equivalence at the
given threshold. This can happen in experiments which
have a small sample size (84 in this case), as the sample
size, standard error, and equivalence threshold are related.
In normal analysis situations, the equivalence threshold
is chosen based on prior knowledge of the experiment
and its intended application. When considering the audio
quality for example, the size of the difference which can
be considered to represent equivalence is not something
intuitive - it is difficult to explain what an audio quality of
6.8 is and if it is equivalent to an audio quality of 7.1 or
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Table 3 Themean values alongwith standard error of the ratings of audio quality and representativeness in experiment 3
Audio quality Representativeness
Location Audio texture Audio sample Audio texture Audio sample
Pub 5.54± 0.24 5.93± 0.24 6.48± 0.24 6.57± 0.24
Restaurant 5.90± 0.22 5.83± 0.27 6.83± 0.21 6.86± 0.23
Street 5.73± 0.26 5.54± 0.25 6.87± 0.24 7.08± 0.23
Track and field 5.82± 0.27 6.12± 0.24 6.70± 0.27 6.57± 0.27
Average 5.75± 0.12 5.85± 0.13 6.72± 0.12 6.77± 0.12
not. For a complete analysis of our results, we determined
at what threshold θc we would be able to conclude equiv-
alence in each separate case, based on the critical t-value
for a significance level of 5%. The obtained values are also
presented in Tables 4 and 5.
5.4 Discussion
Based on the result of experiments 1 and 2, it seems that
the similarity-controlled segment shuffling produces more
fluent and natural audio texture than random shuffling;
however, when given a choice, subjects selected the real
recording over the audio texture. An equivalence between
quality and representativeness grades for audio texture
and audio samples can be concluded to certain degree.
For representativeness, the equivalence can be con-
cluded for smaller threshold than for audio quality, as
shown in experiment 3. This is understandable, since an
audio texture is based on a real recording from the given
location. Audio quality is of course affected by the per-
ceived continuity of the auditory scene. In some cases, the
sequentiality of events is broken by the shuffling, even if
timbre continuity is considered: announcements in track
and field and speech and music in pub. In such cases, for
equivalence, we need to tolerate a larger threshold.
The restaurant location has overall the smallest equiv-
alence threshold - we also noticed from experiments 1
and 2 that for this location, there was no obvious user
preference for either option (random or similarity-based
shuffling, method, or real recording). On the other hand,
Table 4 The p-values obtained from performing
location-wise t-tests and TOSTwith a 10% equivalence
threshold θ10 for audio quality results from experiment 3
Location t-test TOST θ10 Equivalence
with threshold
Pub 0.2359 0.5456 0.59 θc ≤ 1.04
Restaurant 0.8351 0.1372 0.58 θc ≤ 0.75
Street 0.5976 0.3152 0.55 θc ≤ 0.90
Track and field 0.4268 0.4014 0.61 θc ≤ 1.04
Overall 0.5425 0.0067 0.59 θc ≤ 0.45
According to the t-test, none of the cases has statistically significant difference.
According to TOST, equivalence cannot be concluded for any location with θ10.
the track and field and the street locations have clear fore-
ground sounds, and we can demonstrate equivalence only
if we tolerate a one-unit threshold.
The problem of selecting an equivalence threshold
beforehand for listening tests is difficult since there are no
intuitive values when dealing with opinion scales. By using
multiple types of experiments, we could however make
some observations.
According to the results, the generated audio has com-
parable representativeness to real recording and a satis-
factory quality. As a method for creating location-based
audio ambiance, it is certainly a viable option, as it will
avoid recording of large amounts of data or perceived
repetitions if using smaller amount of audio. The audio
texture has satisfactory properties for the proposed loca-
tion, and users are likely to accept it as an audio ambiance
for the location. The results showed that when facing a
forced choice, in most cases, people prefer the real record-
ing, but for the envisioned application, this is not the case.
When a user is presented with audio ambiance of a loca-
tion, he or she should not be bothered by artifacts or
notice that it is artificially created audio, and our method
was shown to fulfill these requirements.
6 Conclusions
We presented a method for audio texture creation for vir-
tual location-exploration services. A short audio signal
recorded at the given location is used to synthesize a
Table 5 The p-values obtained from performing location-
wise t-tests and TOST with a 10% equivalence threshold
θ10 for representativeness results from experiment 3
Location t-test TOST θ10 Equivalence
with threshold
Pub 0.7756 0.0939 0.66 θc ≤ 0.75
Restaurant 0.9385 0.0332 0.69 θc ≤ 0.63
Street 0.5161 0.1354 0.71 θc ≤ 0.86
Track and field 0.7325 0.1708 0.66 θc ≤ 0.89
Overall 0.7655 0.0002 0.68 θc ≤ 0.38
According to the t-test, none of the cases has statistically significant difference.
According to TOST, equivalence can be concluded only for the restaurant
location with θ10.
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new arbitrary-length signal, while conserving location-
specific characteristics of the source audio. The proposed
audio texture creation method consists of two main steps:
analysis and synthesis. In the analysis stage, the source
audio recording is segmented into homogeneous seg-
ments. In the synthesis stage, the segments are rearranged
and concatenated to create the audio texture. The seg-
ment sequence is created by selecting next segment to the
end of sequence randomly among timbrally most similar
segments.
Three listening experiments were conducted to assess
audio quality of the created audio textures. Forced choice
experiments showed that the proposed method is better
than random shuffling of segments, but user preference is
biased toward the real recordings. With the absolute rat-
ing experiment, we showed that representativeness and
audio quality of the created audio textures are compara-
ble within certain threshold to real recordings. Thismeans
that automatically created audio textures could be used
in a virtual location-exploration service in a credible way
instead of original audio recordings. If the events in the
source auditory scene are sequential, the resulting audio
texture will most likely break the order of events and fail
in being realistic. This should not be a problem for out-
door environments but can be annoying in sport events
or music concerts where sound events might happen in a
specific order.
There are several directions for future work. To increase
the quality of the created audio textures for ambiances
containing music, a music detector front-end could be
used to detect sections containing music and perform the
rearranging of the audio segments by following music-
specific rules such as rhythm and structural continuity
in addition to general timbral similarity. In addition, esti-
mation of the auditory scene complexity could help in
determining the number of clusters which should be used
in the modeling of segments.
In addition, methods for creating audio textures from
more than one recording should be studied. Nowadays,
it is easy to obtain crowdsourced data; this would be
an excellent source of audio content for such a system.
A larger set of source recordings would allow creat-
ing more versatile content compared to rearranging seg-
ments from a single recording. However, this would also
need paying attention to possible acoustical mismatches
between recordings, e.g., recorded at different time of
the day.
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